	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Full Perpetual Mausoleum Warranty
FOREVER LEGACY CORPORATION

Forever Legacy, Inc. hereby
certifies that your Forever
Legacy mausoleum is made of
Premium Granite selected by
us for its outstanding natural
color and grain. We further
certify that any non-granite
portion of your Forever
Legacy mausoleum is of the
highest degree of quality and
permanence compatible with
our standards of manufacture.
Your mausoleum has been
manufactured, inspected, and
approved under the strictest
mausoleum quality standards
in the granite industry.

Forever Legacy, Inc. will replace without charge any granite portion of your Forever Legacy mausoleum should that
portion crack, check or prove defective in any way attributable to the granite or workmanship and verifiable by our field
inspectors. Such replacement and related costs, including material, labor, shipping, and installation will be borne by us
and/or our authorized retailers. This warranty in no way authorizes the party seeking warranty coverage to incur any
expense toward replacement or related costs without prior written consent from Forever Legacy, Inc. In the event of a
defect in the warranted mausoleum, a claim must be made in writing and mailed to customer service department, Forever
Legacy, Inc., 7000 N. Mopac, Suite 200, Austin, Texas 78731.
Forever Legacy, Inc. further warrants that any replacement will be of a color, grain, and grade of granite as nearly identical
as possible to the original. Since granite is quarried natural stone, we cannot guarantee or warrant that the given color or
grain will always be available. While every effort will be made to match the original granite, Forever Legacy, Inc. reserves
the right to replace the defection portion with granite of a grade, color, and grain marketed by the corporation at the time
when this warranty may be honored which is comparable in all other respects of material, quality, and workmanship as
the original.
Forever Legacy, Inc. is not responsible under any circumstances for any damage to or staining of the mausoleum resulting
from acts or omissions of any kind other than acts or omissions of Forever Legacy, Inc. covered by this warranty.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Forever Legacy, Inc. is not responsible for cleaning accumulated dirt or
other material coming in contact with the mausoleum or their effects, vandalism, theft, war, flood or other acts of God,
environmental or atmospheric conditions, or the act or omission of any party including the purchaser.
This full warranty extends to the original purchaser, the purchaser’s heirs or assignees, and the cemetery where the
Forever Legacy mausoleum has been placed. This warranty is valid in perpetuity and becomes effective upon the date
when the terms and conditions of the purchase agreement have been met between the purchaser and the authorized
Forever Legacy retailer. This warranty is backed by a Warranty Trust dating to 1865 and administered by an Independent
Trustee.
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